## Changes in Examination Regulations to the University Gazette

Social Sciences Board

Approved at the meeting of 25 February 2011

**Title of Programme**

MSt in Social Anthropology

**Brief note about nature of change:** Revisions to the syllabus

**Effective date**

With effect from 1 October 2011

**Location of change**

In *Examination Regulations 2010*

**Detail of change**

p.660, delete ll.27-41 and substitute:

‘Each candidate will also be required to satisfy the examiners in papers I-IV in the syllabus described in the Schedule for the M.Sc. in Social Anthropology, and governed by regulation 4 for that degree.’.

**Explanatory Notes**

The change cross refers to the detailed regulations for the MSc in Social Anthropology. The revisions to the syllabus mean that, instead of offering three general papers and a single option, students will now be required to offer two general papers and two option papers. These changes allow the student more choice through options to pursue particular areas of interest, give students greater appreciation of case studies (‘ethnographic examples’), provide clearer information on the content of the syllabus, and relate teaching more directly to the content of each paper.